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  This thesis mainly takes Haizi’s “The Sun” Series Long Poems which written 
between 1986 and 1988 and aimed at “Great Poem” as its subject investigated .They 
mainly include The Sun·Decollation in 1986、The Sun·The Soil in 1987 and The 
Sun· The Great Law、The Sun,,You are Father'Good Daughter、The Sun·Murder、
The Sun·Poetic Drama、The Sun·Messiah in 1988，etc .The structure of this thesis 
is as follows: 
Introduction:  Make a brief introduction of the whole condition of Haizi’s 
works and their comments from other people , ascertain the subject 
investigated ,rectify  name for “The Sun” Series Long Poems , and  point out  the 
difference between this simple name and Luo Yihe.’s illusory “The Seven Books of 
The Sun” and Liaoyuan’s  vague  “The Sun series”. 
ChapterⅠ:   Generalize and analyze the production background of  “The 
Sun”  Series Long Poems and their condition of reception .  
Haizi wrote “The Sun” Series Long Poems in solitude ,when he was above 
ground, these poems were in a condition of being treated coldly and hit heavily ,I 
generalized the fact; but after Haizi killed himself, these poems were being flattered 
or taunted ,I commented three kinds of unreasoned prejudices : Luo Yihe’s giving 
name and imaging, Liaoyuan’s “tune  of prophet”, Qin Bazi’s “tune of 
degenerating”; in recent years,  researchers begin to attention Haizi roundly and 
calmly, but in different literary history books , formulations to these poems are 
different, I compared Hong zicheng and Cheng Guangwei’s formulations in their 
books and indicated my attitude in this thesis. 
Chapter Ⅱ:   Unscramble the texts of “The Sun” Series Long Poems from the 
angles of motif and image. 
From the angle of motif, I mainly pointed out three kinds of meaning 
surrounding the total motif of  “rebellion—reconstruction”: rebel against rigescent 
and lineal literary order, withstand dissimilation, break loose from memory of love; 
and pointed out that Haizi’s  motif of  “reconstruction” inherited and exceeded his 
former similar motif , pointed out Haizi’s perplexity and exploration on this 
“reconstruction” motif .From the angle of image , surrounding the core image of  
“Sun”, I unscrambled three kinds of image:  “fire”、 “water” and  “king”. 
Chapter Ⅲ:   With the help of Haizi’s expatiation  in his poetics, disinter 
Haizi’s poetics change in front and behind of writing “The Sun ” Series Long 
Poems. 
Haizi’s  action of writing these poems aimed consciously at realizing  the 
ideality of “Great Poem”. But this ideality did not realize because his endeavor in 
pursuit of big structure and various writing skills only had much meaning in form 
exploration. Facing to this fact, Haizi made deep reflection which vice versa made 
him change  his poem style again. 
Conclusion:   Haizi’s “The Sun” Series Long Poems were his works of 
exploring  writing skills consciously, which showed Haizi’s another kind of poem 
style, embodied duplex nature of misty poetry and the third generation poetry ,and his 
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developing Chinese poem . 
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明的时间我们知道，《太阳·土地》完成于 1987 年 8 月，而《太阳·断头篇》完

















































第一章   “太阳”系列长诗的创作与批评 
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